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Free-Cash Flow plus Growth plus Environmental Bona Fides; A
Genuine Oilfield Unicorn
RECOMMENDATION
Yes, Canadian oilfield services have become a serious grind for investors; and with the rig count
south of the border moving lower, US oilfield services are no picnic either. Activity in Canada
remains stuck around 130 rigs as transportation constraints collide with political intransigence
to sap investors' confidence in Western Canada's oil and gas industry.
Meet the Honey Badger/Unicorn of the Oilfield Services Complex: Questor Technology Inc.
It's within this challenging environment that QST has authored a rare fact pattern for small cap
energy investors: it generatesfree-cash flow in today's macro environment and can deploy
investment capital to grow that cash flow without requiring significant macro improvements.
It's not uncommon to find OFS companies generating free-cash flow, in some cases with fairly
high yields, but very few can redeploy the cash into their core businesses and generate acceptable
returns, which is why most are focused on some combination of debt reduction and share
buybacks. But unlike its conventional OFS cousins, QST has been generating noteworthy EBITDA
growth, doubling in the last 2-yrs, while preserving 40%+ returns on invested capital.
Questor rents and sells ultra-high efficiency 'thermal oxidizers' (enclosed flares). This has worked
well where tough environmental regulations, public concerns for the local impacts of oil and gas
development, and investor pressure on E&Ps to adopt more rigorous environmental standards
has motivated E&P, mid, and downstream customers.
Strong unit economics translating into equally strong corporate returns. We estimate QST's
rental assets have been paying themselves out in 2.5 years on average and after taxes. Thus QST's
corporate return on invested capital in 2018 was 41% and we expect ROIC to remain above 40%
in 2019 and 2020. Questor currently has no debt and has developed a self-funded model that we
estimate can generate 15% year-over-year growth while still putting cash on the balance sheet.
OFS Investment with Environmental Credentials. While reducing GHGs, QST's product should
be particularly interesting for those with genuine interests in improving local environmental
outcomes through dramatically reduced flare emissions.
Will growth continue 'up and to the right' unabated? Not likely. Questor originally expanded
its rental fleet into Colorado with its high air quality standards. Questor has also enjoyed success
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in North Dakota, and has its eyes on New Mexico, and ultimately, Texas. These are all considerably
bigger markets than Colorado, but they also have less supportive air quality standards. We should
expect growth will come via less frequent, but potentially much larger, contract wins as QST
'hunts for elephants' among large producers looking to demonstrate their own ESG bona�fides.
VALUATION
We are targeting QST at 7.0x our 2020E EBITDA to yield a target of $5.50. The 7.0x is consistent
with QST's recent valuation and implies a AFFO yield of 10% in 2020. We are initiating coverage
on Questor with an Outperform rating.
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INVESTMENT THESIS
Growth Potential With Free-Cash Flow in Today's Challenging Market - A Rare OFS
Combination.
The investable Canadian oilfield industry has become a battle of attrition. With the Canadian rig
count stuck around 130 and the US onshore rig count moving lower weekly, we believe investors'
focus should be on those companies generating free-cash flow in today's market and then, where
possible, investors should narrow the field further to those few with high-return reinvestment
opportunities. Questor's results over the last several quarters have shown this is possible.
Questor has been generating free cash flow and year-over-year growth notwithstanding flat to
negative rig count trajectories in both Canada and the US since mid-2018, though we'd be remiss
to exclude 4Q18, in which EBITDA was lower year-over-year against a challengingly strong 4Q17
comp.
Questor's future growth will come from 'elephant hunting' in two of the largest flaring
basins in the world - North Dakota and the Permian
While we suspect it will be challenging for QST to repeat the almost unmitigated success it
generated in Colorado, with its strict air quality standards - we do think that public concerns
and regulatory structures around methane, VOC, NOx and SOx emissions will enable Questor
to continue growing its rental fleet and find sale opportunities. Unlike its growth trajectory in
Colorado, we believe Questor's future rental fleet and sales 'wins' will be larger, but less frequent.
This will lead to periods of sequential growth interspersed with periods of little to no growth.
Questor is already generating success in North Dakota - almost half of its US rental revenue is
from North Dakota, with most of the remainder in Colorado. We think this is notable because
while North Dakota flares considerably more gas than Colorado, almost all of this flaring is done
away from any population centers. Moreover, North Dakota doesn't necessarily impose tough air
quality standards. In other words, the drive is coming from the companies themselves.
We view the New Mexico Permian as having most of the ingredients for success for Questor: a large
flaring market, an interface between flaring and population centers, a progressive government
with progressive regulations, rental units working in the area already and in very public view.
Attractive Reinvestment Economics.
Questor has been using its free cash generation to fund growth - primarily in its rental fleet with attractive reinvestment economics. The recovery following the 2016 downturn coupled with
the expansion of Questor's rental fleet has together driven meaningful gains in QST's 'return-on'
metrics. ROIC increased to 41% in 2018. On a unit basis, we estimate that investments in rental
assets payout in 1.8 to 2.5 years including maintenance costs and taxes.
An OFS company with substantial environmental bona fides.
Questor provides an opportunity for investors with an earnest concern about environmental
outcomes and who are looking for small-cap, OFS exposure. Complete incineration reduces the
emissions of both methane and VOCs, while correct temperature control means fewer NOx.
Methane emissions are a major contributor to global GHG emissions and one of the most
significant emissions from the energy industry. VOCs are a risk to local health and may limit the
energy industry's social license to operate. The continued growth of ESG investing should provide
a funds flow tailwind to QST.
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Exhibit 1: Questor Financial Summary and Outlook

.
Source: Questor Technologies, Raymond James Ltd.

QUESTOR'S COMPLETE COMBUSTION

Exhibit 2: Traditional Flare

Questor Technologies is a provider of specialized waste gas incineration products and services
used in all phases of oil and gas production and processing. Questor rents and sells specially
designed enclosed incinerators that ensure high-efficiency combustion of waste gas streams to
meet increasingly stringent regulations and corporate environmental standards.
Handling waste gas streams through combustion is a regular part of oil and gas production.
Candlestick flares are ubiquitous in the energy industry and wider industrial processes but have
a wide variety of negative externalities (see Exhibits 2 and 3). As an alternative, Questor's high
efficiency combustors remove substantially all of the methane and volatile organic compound

.
Source: Environmental Defense Fund

emissions and remove the visual impacts of traditional flares with their smoke plumes of
uncombusted material.
Exhibit 3: Traditional Flares versus High-Efficiency Combustors

.
Source: Raymond James Ltd.
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Gas is flared during the initial stages of production (flowback) as wells are tested and as a regular
part of production when either the infrastructure to get the gas to sales markets are unavailable
or as a safety mechanism.
Reliable estimates of global flaring are hard to come by - many of the globe's largest oil and gas
producing countries are not overly forthright when it comes to environmental record keeping and
distribution - but the World Bank estimates that 145 billion cubic meters, 14 billion cubic feet
per day, of gas was flared in 2018 - just shy of Canada's total gas output. The World Bank further
estimates the US flared 1.4 bcf/d and Canada 0.1 bcf/d in 2018, with growth in flaring moving lock
step with growth in natural gas and crude production.These figures do not include vented gases,
gases that are simply let out into the atmosphere without combustion.
One of the principle problems with flaring is incomplete combustion, flare outs, and gas venting
- resulting in natural gas and a wide range impurities being released into the atmosphere. As a
result, regulators have begun to require the use of high efficiency combustors and have pushed
producers to limit flaring all together.

Environmental Impacts of Incomplete Flaring
Waste gas streams are primarily composed of methane, the functional component of natural

Exhibit 4: Questor Q3000 Combustor
Operating During Flowback

gas, but also contain volatile organic compounds and often hydrogen sulfide. Incomplete
combustion results in these products becoming released into the atmosphere, creating negative
environmental impacts and significant health risks to local communities.
●

Methane Emissions. Methane is the functional component of natural gas. While natural gas
emits less greenhouse gas per unit of energy than other hydrocarbons when properly burnt,
emitted on its own methane is 20 to 100 times more potent a greenhouse gas than carbon
dioxide (depending on the time frame) and about 25% of manmade global warming is a
product of methane emissions (source: EDF).

●

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). VOCs are organic chemicals - chemicals that contain
carbon - that are gaseous at room temperature. There are a wide variety of VOCs but several
commonly emitted by oil and gas are considered Hazard Air Pollutants (HAP) by the US EPA.
Benzene, toulene, ethylbenzene and xylenes (group referred to as BTEX) and n-hexane are
common oil and gas VOCs and, according to the EPA, represent a significant risk to human
health; such as exacerbating respiratory problems and acting as common carcinogens.

●

H2S. Many gas processing systems require handling sour gas, which includes H2S. Hydrogen
sulfide is toxic and is one of the more common workplace risks in the oil and gas industry.
When properly combusted, H2S combines with oxygen to produce SO2 and water. Incomplete
combustion can lead to the direct release of H2S.

●

.
Source: Questor Technologies

Low Level Ozone. NOx (result of the oxidation of nitrogen in the atmosphere during
combustion) and VOCs in the presence of sunlight combine to create low level ozone
(tropospheric ozone) which creates smog. The complete combustion of VOCs will prevent the
creation of local low level ozone.

Setting aside the composition of emissions, flaring is visually unappealing: flares will have black
smoke from incomplete combustion, produce light pollution, can often be easily noticed from
the odor, and can be loud - all of which are unappealing characteristics for local communities.
In certain instances, such as emergency flaring at refineries they can be downright alarming for
area residents (see Exhibit 13).
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Incinerator Efficiency
To mitigate the impacts of incomplete combustion, regulators have begun to mandate the use of
higher efficiency incinerators. The efficiency of a flare is measure by the percentage of inputs that
are converted to waste - for example, the percent of methane converted to CO2 and/or H2S to SO2.
Flare efficiency is a product of:
●

Stack temperature. To ensure complete combustion, the stack temperature must exceed
760°C (1,400°F).

●

Residency time. Residency time is the amount of time that gases remain at a sufficient
temperature to combust. A higher residency time will help ensure more complete
combustion.

●

Oxygen mix. Any combustion/oxidation requires a sufficient concentration of oxygen and
sufficient mixing of oxygen and the gas. Increasing the oxygen concentration will help ensure
complete combustion.

Questor's Innovation
Questor's innovation was to create a vortex as the air entered to combustion chamber to increase

Exhibit 5: Questor Q5000 with 160ft Stack;
Acid Gas Processing in British Columbia

the oxygen content and improve the mixing between oxygen and gas. The result has been a set
of incinerators that have shown near complete destruction of VOCs and methane and an ability
to handle a wide range of gas volumes (see Exhibit 6).
Combustors are typically categorized by how they draw in air. Mechanically driven combustors
have an external blower that injects air into the gas mix while a natural draft combustor uses the
heat differential between the top and bottom of a stack to draw air into the combustion chamber.
Exhibit 6: Questor North Dakota Field Test Results

.
Source: Questor Technologies

.
Source: Questor Technologies, Raymond James Ltd.
Questor's combustors use a natural draft design, which is common, but the innovation is to use
vents to create an air vortex as the air is drawn into the combustion chamber. The gas stream is
then injected in the opposite direction to the air vortex, producing a thorough mixing and stable
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fire ball to maximize residency time inside the combustor.
Questor's high efficiency incinerator technology was developed in the late 1990's. QST filed for
and received a US patent for its technology in late 1999. Questor has continually refined its
product since the late 1999's and been able to show near complete combustion in field tests as
recently as its expansion into North Dakota (see Exhibit 6).

COMPETITORS IN EFFICIENT COMBUSTION
Questor faces a number of competitors in the efficient combustion space. The EPA has published
a list of combustion control devices that have been manufacturer tested and for which the results
have been submitted to the EPA. As of March 2019, 21 companies across North America have
enclosed combustors that are exempt for testing under the Quad O/Oa standards.
Questor faces competition from large oilfield multi-nationals such as NOV and Schlumberger with
a variety of product lines, large dedicated international combustion companies (Zeeco), and a
variety of 'mom-and-pop' operations.
Exhibit 7: EPA Quad O/Oa Pre-cleared Enclosed Combustors

.
Source: Company Reports, EPA, Raymond James Ltd.
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Exhibit 8: Revenue Distribution - TTM

Questor has three segmented business lines: incinerator sales, rentals, and service. Roughly 66%
of QST's revenue is generated though rentals, primarily in the US, 26% generated through sales,
and the balance generated from servicing.
The proportion of revenue generated from rentals has been steadily on the rises since mid-2013
and significantly since late 2016 when Questor began investing heavily in its rental assets. Sales
were historically QST's primary business prior to the build out of its rental fleet. While its sales
projects are regionally diverse and project based, sales revenue has been fairly consistent around
$1.5 mln per quarter since the downturn in 2015.
Service revenue is a smaller part of QST's business, averaging between $0.5 and $0.8 mln per
quarter, but has grown along with QST's installed base. While not overly impactful to results,

.
Source: QST, Raymond James Ltd.

service rentals should continue to grow with the broader business.
Exhibit 9: Geographical and Product Line Revenue Distribution (TTM; size reflects relative
significance)

.
Source: Questor Technologies, Raymond James Ltd.
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Rental Business - Currently Focused in Colorado, Growth in North Dakota, and Eyes to the
Permian
Questor's primary business today is incinerator rentals, which represent 66% of current revenue.
Questor's rental operations are currently centered in Colorado and North Dakota, with small
operations in Canada, and a growing interest in the Permian. It has operating bases in Brighton,
Colorado and Watford City, North Dakota. QST's Canadian operations are based in Grande Prairie,
Alberta. Roughly half of QST's 120 units rental fleet are in Colorado and half in North Dakota - with
a handful of units in Canada and Texas.
Questor has a growth budget of $7 - $8 mln for 2019, 90% dedicated to rental growth and 10% for
maintenance. The budget has been loaded to the front half of 2019 and is largely completed.
Exhibit 10: Progression of Revenue and Unit Growth in the Rental Segment

.
Source: Questor Technologies, Raymond James Ltd.
Unit Economics
As one of the few public companies operating in efficient combustors, Questor has elected to
provide limited operating details. But from the information that it has elected to make public, we
estimate the taxed unit economics payout in 1.8 to 2.5 years.
Questor does not manufacture its own equipment, electing to outsource the fabrication process.
Based on its own public disclosure we estimate the unit cost of a rental incinerator is between

The estimated unit economics of 1.8 to 2.5x
payout is consistent with the corporate level
'return-on' metrics.
Questor's corporate return on invested
capital in 2018 was 41% and we expect it to
remain above 40% in 2019 and 2020.

$185,000 to $250,000.
While pricing information is again scarce, QST has been able to show rental rates around $500 to
$600 per calendar day - equating to revenue of approximately $200,000 a year. With an estimated
EBITDA margin in its rental fleet of 65%, maintenance of $5,000, and a tax rate of 27% - we estimate
a after tax annual cash flow of approximately $92,000. This maps to 1.8x payout at the low end
of the capital cost assumption and 2.5x at the high end.
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Rental Growth - Growth though Cash Flow
On these strong economics and demand for combustors in Colorado, Questor has grown its rental
fleet from an estimated 20 units at the end of 2015 to 120 units today. Over the last four quarters,
QST has generated $18 mln in rental revenue and annualized 2Q revenue of $19 mln (see Exhibit
10). QST is likely to continue to apply the free cash flow generated from rentals into growing its
fleet.
The big growth prize is the Permian.
The next big step for Questor is to enter into the Permian. The West Texas/New Mexico Permian
is far and away the most active market in North America and represents the big prize for nearly
all OFS business lines.
Questor's marketing material estimates the potential for 180 rental units in the Permian
and QST has already began to make inroads in New Mexico. Questor has acquired yard space
in Midland, Texas in anticipation of growing its fleet in 2020 and has initial work with WPX in New
Mexico. We suspect Questor's move into the Permian will be like its developments in Colorado
and North Dakota - methodical and centered around an anchor client.
Exhibit 11: Questor Sources and Uses of Cash Flow

.
Source: Questor Technologies, Raymond James Ltd.
Growth has been funded through cash flow for years - clean balance sheet gives flexibility
to respond to growth opportunities as they arise.
Questor has been frugal with its share capital. It last issued shares, excluding share-based
compensation, in early 2002 when it completed a private placement for 7.5 mln shares and
warrants. QST has also shied away from debt. The last time that Questor had meaningful debt as
part of its capital structure was in 2007 and has since carried at least $2.5 mln.
Under its first half activity levels, QST could fund $12.5 mln annually in growth capital and
associated working capital to increase the size of its rental fleet - an estimated 40 to 50 units per
year (see Exhibit 11). At that rate, QST could reach its targeted Permian size of 180 units in three
to four years.
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Sales - Regionally Diverse and Project Specific
Sales were Questor's primary business line prior to the build out of its rental fleet in 2017.
Questor's sales have historically been regionally diverse and are typically project specific - making
it a difficult variable to forecast.
For example, sales in the first half of 2018 were concentrated in the US and then shifted to
Canadian in 4Q. In January 2019, Questor signed a Mexican contract $5.8 mln that has been the
primary source of sales revenue in the first half of the year (see Exhibit 12). Questor provides
fairly limited disclosure around the size of its sales backlog but has noted a build out in its sales
capability.
Beyond the Mexican contract, sales revenue will be a function of producer and midstream
spending and a willingness/incentive to upgrade from older technology. Questor has averaged
sales revenue between $1.0 and $1.5 mln per quarter since the start of 2015. We suspect that QST
should be able to maintain that level of sales with the potential to increase sales on the back of
increasing its sales network.
Exhibit 12: Revenue from Sales Segment

.
Source: Questor Technologies, Raymond James Ltd.

Additional Product Line - Waste Heat to Power and Emissions Data
Management
Questor is expanding its offerings beyond high-efficiency incineration by moving into waste-heat
to power and emissions data management.
Waste Heat to Power
Questor purchased ClearPower Systems in January 2014. ClearPower is a Florida based company
that developed technologies using any heat source to produce electricity. Questor has since
integrated the technology with its incinerators to generate electricity from the heat that is a byproduct of the combustion.
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Questor has had success in marketing the integrated combustion-generation product. The $5.8
mln Mexican contract signed in early 2019, and part of which has been recognized in first half
revenue, includes a power generation component.
The waste heat to power is still in the early stages of commercial development and Questor does
not provide segmented results for ClearPower. Our view is that most producers tend to balk at
the prospect of adding equipment to already busy well sites - even if it may yield a return - making
it a difficult pitch to E&Ps.
Emissions Data Management
Questor is also developing an emissions data management platform and a Emissions Excellence
Centre. One of the principle problems in the attempts to lower methane and other emissions from
oil and gas sites is a lack of proper data. Questor is developing a set of sensors for its equipment
to monitor emissions, securely transfer that data back to its data centre, and develop reports and
reporting for clients to assist in verifying emission reduction results.

Valuation & Recommendation
We have elected to target Questor at 7.0x our estimated 2020 EBITDA. The 7.0x multiple is
consistent with Questor’s historical pricing in 2018 and 2013 – excluding the downturn years of
2015 to 2016 and the extremely high growth of 2017. The 7.0x multiple is consistent with our target
on other high free-cash flow generating OFS companies and represents a free-cash flow yield of
10% on our 2020 estimates.
A 7.0x EV/EBITDA multiple on our 2020E yields a target price of $5.50. With an upside of 33% from
the current price, we have elected to launch on QST with an Outperform rating.

PUSH-PULL: REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS AND CHANGES IN
PRODUCER BEHAVIOR
The drive to replace traditional flares with high-efficiency combustors require some combination
of three elements to motivate producers:
1. Strict regulation on air quality. While a traditional flare has about 98% combustion
efficiency, this means that 2% of methane and VOCs are escaping. This doesn’t have big
implications from a GHG perspective, but it does have implications for residents downwind of
the flare stacks. The difference between a 98% efficient flare stack and a 99.99% combustor
is a 99.5% reduction in these fugitive emissions. State and county-level permitting can place
requirements on air quality such that producers had to substitute from open flares to highefficiency combustors. This is effectively the case in many Colorado counties.
2. Public image/social license. Images of open flares in close proximity to homes is poor
publicity. To the extent that open flaring grows as a symbolic focus for all that is wrong with
shale oil development, it will be in producers’ interest to shield flaring from public view. We
don’t necessarily think producers will substitute to high-efficiency combustors just because
open flaring smells bad for local residents or because some third party thinks there might be
health implications: viewers can’t smell foul air over the internet, but they can see images of
flares near residential buildings.
3. Investor pressure. Most every intermediate and major oil and gas producer publishes an
annual sustainability report. There isn’t yet any standardized set of metrics for these reports,
but they do provide some notion of the issues each producer plans to address within their own
operations. In most cases, the target is fugitive methane gas – methane that is vented from
oilfield equipment. Most fugitive methane escapes through high-bleed rate pneumatic valves
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– consequently, most producers are replacing this equipment to meet methane reduction
obligations. In this context, switching from an open flare stack that is 98% efficient to a more
expensive thermal oxidizer that is 99.99% efficient, doesn’t go a long way to accomplishing the
methane-reduction goal – only by about 2%. In cases where sustainability reports specifically
identify VOCs, SO2, and NOx for targeted reduction, this is more constructive for thermal
oxidizers.

Evolution of Regulations towards Flaring

State Level Regulatory Summary

The most important development for Questor has been the rise of a rental market in Colorado

Colorado

over the last three years. The market in Colorado is a direct function of the stringent regulations
developed by the EPA starting in 2012, which were updated and enforced with vigor by the

●

Colorado has the most strict regulations
regarding flaring and emissions under

Colorado regulators.

Regulation Number 7. The standards are

It is worth stressing that while regulations have been vital to QST's growth, the ideal outcome for

closely aligned with the EPA Quad O/Oa, but

a regulator includes very little of what Questor does best but rather focus on no flaring/burning

require the use of high efficiency combustors

at all. From an environmental outcome, the best case scenario is for gas streams to be captured,

with at least a 98% efficiency.

processed, and sold rather than burned in an incinerator. Both state and federal regulations
have focused first on gas capture and then secondly using a high-efficiency combustor only when
necessary. The regulations will likely continue to include a provision requiring high efficiency

North Dakota
●

Gas can be flared for one year from first

combustors as a last line of defense but regulators will continue to push for less flaring rather

completion but there is not requirement for

than more efficient flares.

flare efficiency.

US National Regulations - NSPS Quad O and Quad Oa

●

flare they will be charged royalties on the

The US EPA released a set of regulations to limit methane and related emissions in 2012 and 2016.

flared gas.

The NSPS Quad O standards released in 2012 were designed to reduce the emissions of VOCs and
SO2. The Quad Oa standards updated the 2012 four years latter to include methane emissions.

●

general, the regulations focus on reducing methane, VOC, and SO2 emissions through capture or
by replacing high-bleed pneumatic devices. They require US E&Ps use either low-bleed pneumatic

Operators can get an exemption if they
can prove that connecting to gas gathering

The Quad O and Quad Oa regulations cover in detail the whole natural gas drilling, completion,
transportation, and processing value chain - with a particular focus on pneumatic controllers. In

After one year, if the operator continues to

systems in economically infeasible.
New Mexico
●

Flare permits are issued based on expected

controllers (less than 6 cubic feet per hour), use zero gas-bleed controllers, and monitor gas

emissions

emissions.

Thresholds are at 10 tonnes per year, 25 tpy,

In particular to Questor, the Quad O and Quad Oa prescribe regulations for flaring. For non-

and >100 tpy.

wildcat and non-delination wells, the Quad Oa regulations require a combination of reduced

●

emission completions (collect the flowback gas and put into a sales line) and the use of a
●

●

Reduces the mass content of VOCs by 95% or greater and reduces the concentration of total
organic compounds in the exhaust to less than 20 parts per million.

●

Must operate at a minimum temperature of 760C (1,400F)

●

Must have a continuous pilot.

contaminants.

Higher volume flares have correspondingly

Flares must be equipped with anti-flame-out
systems

The final Quad Oa standards require that producers use a completion combustion device during
well completions which includes enclosed combustion device that:

regulated

higher cost permits.

completion combustion device during flowback. Exploratory and delineation wells are required
to use a completion combustion device - a high-efficiency combustor.

of

●

Flare smoke has 20% max opacity standard

Texas
●

Flaring in Texas is regulated under Statewide
Rule 32 that allows flaring for up to 10 days
after a well's completion.

●

Extensions are regularly granted to cover the
time until pipelines are available.

●

Texas is very friendly to flaring. A flaring
extension has never been rejected.
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Flaring in the News - Public Perception and Social License
The development of regulations do not happen in a vacuum and are typically the response of
public debate.
Break between national and local concerns may drive different prescriptions. A survey of the
numerous news articles (only in printed media) discovers a noticeable break between national
and local perspectives on flaring (see Exhibit 13). The media consistently raises three concerns
about flaring: (1) the economic waste associated with burning a viable product, (2) the impacts
on climate change, and (3) the local pollution and heath impacts.
The national-level discussion on flaring is typically more focused on the economic waste and
climate change impacts while the local-level is focused on community pollution and health.
This has been borne out in the regulatory response. The most aggressive flaring regulatory
responses are found where the oilfield is interspersed among residential communities - Colorado
- while the least dense have seen limited regulation - West Texas and North Dakota.
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Exhibit 13: Samples of Flaring Issues in the Local and National News

.
Source: Raymond James Ltd.
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A visual examination of the flaring-population conflicts
In order to understand state and local regulations on flaring, it's extremely useful to examine the
interface between flaring and local population centers.
Colorado has considerably fewer flares than either North Dakota or the Permian, but as we show
in Exhibit 14, much of Colorado's flaring has been in close proximity to population centers just
north of Denver and in and around Greely. Unsurprising then that Colorado has taken some of
the strongest measures in the union to ensure emissions from flares are as free from harmful
emissions as possible. This has been an ideal setting for Questor to advance its 99.99% efficient
incinerators.
Exhibit 14: Flares and people in Colorado and S. Wyoming - Areas of overlap and potential
conflict (red dots are flares; blue areas are people)

.
Sources: Skytruth (Annual Flaring Volume Estimates from NOAA's Earth Observation Group), DA
Smith & CASA UCL, Raymond James Ltd.
By contrast, Permian operators flare at least 0.6 bcf/d via hundreds of active flares. In Texas,
most flaring - but not all - takes place in remote areas. These flares are almost certainly spewing
hundreds of thousands of tons of VOC, NOx, SOx and other emissions annually, but with no one
to notice or complain to their local representatives, there is little impetus to enforce changes. We
do notice relatively concentrated flaring surrounding both Midland and Odessa, TX, some of their
outlying communities, and Andrews to the northwest.
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New Mexico might be a different story as completion and flaring encroaches on population
centers from Carlsbad southeast to Loving and surrounding area (Exhibit 15). New Mexico
residents also elected a decidedly progressive governor in Nov-2018: Michelle Lujon Grisham (D).
While the population isn't as dense as Colorado, we see similarities that could translate to a
sizeable market for Questor.
The same analysis in North Dakota reveals almost no conflict between population regions and
flaring.
Exhibit 15: Flares and people in the Permian Basin - Areas of overlap and potential conflict (Red dots
are Flares; blue areas are people)

.
Sources: Skytruth (Annual Flaring Volume Estimates from NOAA's Earth Observation Group), DA Smith &
CASA UCL, Raymond James Ltd.

The problem is relatively new...
There has always been some degree of flaring in the Permian Basin - both in Texas and New
Mexico, though Exhibit 16 shows the rate of flaring has grown rapidly in recent years. So rapidly
that local and state regulations have probably not been able to keep up.
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Exhibit 16: Evolution of Permian Flaring- 2014 to 2019

.
Source: Skytruth(Annual Flaring Volume Estimates from NOAA's Earth Observation Group)

What are producers saying?
Producers generally strive for good community relations, which is often achieved through direct
community involvement, sponsorships, etc. These programs help communities and engender
goodwill for the producer through their relatively high.
Most sustainability reports make heavy reference to fugitive emissions – methane in particular,
though many make reference to NOx, Sox, and VOCs as well. The proffered solutions usually
include replacement of high-bleed pneumatic valves, vapor capture – primarily in storage tanks
– and overall reductions in flaring. In some cases, these sustainability reports make reference to
a need to reduce VOCs, NOx and SOx, though this is usually in the context of strategies to reduce
overall flaring – not usually to flare better.

Is executive compensation aligned with emissions targets?
Most executive compensation committees link discretionary bonuses to any number of returnsbased factors, with some allocation to “HS&E” – usually 15%. Health and safety are hugely
important factors for modern producers, so we’d suggest Environment receives at best a 7.5%
allocation at the median. Of the portion of executive compensation allocated to environmental
issues, the bulk is usually allocated to spill prevention and waste management.
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Exhibit 17: Stated Producer Sustainability Priorities and Executive Comp Alignment

.
Sources: Corporate Sustainability Reports, Proxy Statements, Presentations, Raymond James Ltd.
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APPENDIX A: MANAGEMENT TEAM AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Management Team
Audrey Mascarenhas - President, Director, and CEM
Mrs. Mascarenhas is a chemical engineer with a Master's degree in petroleum. Mrs. Mascarenhas
has over 38 years of oil and gas experience. She joined Questor in 1999, prior to which she held
various positions in oil and gas. Mrs. Mascarenhas is a UofC Engineering Industry Advisor, Chair
of the Federal Government Clean Technology Strategy roundtable, 2011 E&Y Entrepreneur of the
Year, fellow of the Canadian Academy of Engineers, and distinguished lecturer for the Society of
Petroleum Engineers.
Dan Zivkusic - CFO
Mr. Zivkusic is a CPA, CMA with over 20 years in the oil and gas industry in the E&P and service
sectors. Mr. Zivkusic joined Questor in 2015.
John Sutherland - COO
Mr. Sutherland is a mechanical engineer with over 31 years of experience in domestic and
international production operations, facility design, regulatory compliance, HSE and EPS with
various mid-sized to large multinational oil and gas companies. Mr. Sutherland joined Questor in
2008 and became COO in 2014.
Robert Miller - President, ClearPower Systems
Mr. Miller is a mechanical engineer with over 45 years of experience in manufacturing cogeneration and power generation with Amerada Hess (Microgen), Turbogenix, Calnetix, and
General Electric. Mr. Miller joined Questor with the acquisition of ClearPower in 2014.
Justin Mahendra - VP, Sales & Marketing
Mr. Mahendra has 16 years of technical sales, account management and business development
experience. He spent 7 years in waste management in the UK and Europe and the past 9 years in
the North American oil and gas sector. Mr. Mahendra joined Questor in 2017.

Management Team
Stewart Hanlon - Chairman
Mr. Hanlon served as President and Chief Executive Officer of Gibsons Energy, a Canada-based
midstream company, from 2009 to 2017. Mr. Hanlon is currently also on the board of Source
Energy Services. Mr. Hanlon has been a director of Questor since November 2017.
Audrey Mascarenhas
Jim Inkster
Mr. Inkster is an independent businessperson and has been the President of Inland Motor
Holdings since 1975. Mr. Inkster has been a director of Questor since January 1995.
Jean-Michel Gires
Mr. Gires was President and CEO of Total E&P Canada up to December 2012. He joined Chrysalix
in 2013, an energy venture capital firm, where he was a Venture Partner up to 2015. Mr. Gires has
been a director of Questor since September 2013.
Source: Questor Technology Inc.
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APPENDIX B: RISKS
Demand and pricing for Questor's incineration products is ultimately dependent on the level
of oilfield activity. Oilfield activity is defined by the supply and demand dynamics in global oil
and gas markets. Changes in oilfield spending will impact the demand and pricing for Questor's
products.
Questor operates in Canada, the United States, and in jurisdictions outside of North America. This
exposes Questor to risks relating to, but not limited to, foreign currency fluctuations, changes in
tax codes, and changes to legal/regulatory structures.
The ability for Questor to grow may be impacted by its access to capital. Changes in the conditions
in the oilfield services market and changing demands from investors may impact QST's access
to capital.
Questor has benefited from increasingly stringent environmental regulations but regulations that
make oil and gas less competitive to other sources of energy or regulations that limit oil and gas
exploration will have a negative impact on demand for QST's services and products.
Questor's operations are subject to common hazards in the oil and gas industry such as
equipment defects, malfunctions and failures, and natural disasters which may result in fires,
vehicle accidents, explosions and uncontrolled flow of gas and liquids. While the company
maintains insurance that it believes is adequate and customary, these risks may expose the
company to substantial liabilities.
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COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Questor Technologies Inc. designs,
sells, services, and provides a rental
fleet of proprietary high efficiency
waste gas incineration systems for
the exploration, development, and
production of oil and gas. Questor
operates a fleet of rental incinerators
in North America and is active in sales
and service in international markets.
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Valuation Methodology
Questor Technology Inc.:
We value Questor Technologies on a comparative basis to historical EV/EBITDA and to relevant peers in the North American oilfield services
industry. Our target multiple takes into account growth potential, financial leverage, market liquidity, and asset value.

Risk Factors
General Risk Factors: Following are some general risk factors that pertain to the businesses of the subject companies and the projected target
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management, financial condition or accounting policies or practices could alter the prospective valuation.
Company-Specific Risks
Questor Technology Inc.:
Demand and pricing for Questor's incineration products is ultimately dependent on the level of oilfield activity. Oilfield activity is defined by
the supply and demand dynamics in global oil and gas markets. Changes in oilfield spending will impact the demand and pricing for Questor's
products.
Questor operates in Canada, the United States, and in jurisdictions outside of North America. This exposes Questor to risks relating to, but not
limited to, foreign currency fluctuations, changes in tax codes, and changes to legal/regulatory structures.
The ability for Questor to grow may be impacted by its access to capital. Changes in the conditions in the oilfield services market and changing
demands from investors may impact QST's access to capital.
Questor has benefited from increasingly stringent environmental regulations but regulations that make oil and gas less competitive to other
sources of energy or regulations that limit oil and gas exploration will have a negative impact on demand for QST's services and products.
Questor's operations are subject to common hazards in the oil and gas industry such as equipment defects, malfunctions and failures, and natural
disasters which may result in fires, vehicle accidents, explosions and uncontrolled flow of gas and liquids. While the company maintains insurance
that it believes is adequate and customary, these risks may expose the company to substantial liabilities.
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